
Reaching senior citizens

-long term care community difficult to reach out to 

-getting to and from meetings difficult 

-access to technologies to go to zoom meetings 

-technology workshops could be beneficial 

Young people in recovery 

-zoom improves attendance 

- increase young people influence and participation 

-increase young peoples participation in district and area service commitments

Trans community 

-message from general society carried into a feeling judged

-suggestion to educate on outside messages that can conflict with the AA message

Spanish community 

- feels disconnected

- tech deficiencies

- in person representation is important 

-feels that district versus area is divided outside of service

- officers are willing but don't feel supported by area

- technology is not utilized much but willing to try. Asking for outreach from area 8 and other district 
members to join Spanish community meetings 

- suggestion increase cohesive iti by being there in person 

- suggestion increase zoom resources? Devices to use or have mixed meetings? Next

-suggestion service commitments that relates specifically to resources too technology and or translation

Service area 8 

- some members unaware of importance of support to translation for linguistic needs 

ASL

-funding for interpreters at meetings 

-zoom increases attendance

-keep an improve access to translation and meetings favorable to ASL members 



- create a meeting directory specifically for a a meetings that are ASL or have ASL translation available 

-suggestion interpret business meetings

-suggestion increase service work opportunities for deaf/hoh members

Native Americans 

-no contact outside EA programs or groups severely disadvantaged 

-Suggestion requesting outreach from both English and Spanish groups on reservations

Grapevine

-looking for ways to connect both Spanish and English groups

Parents

- child care offered at some meetings but not reaching needed groups 

- single men parents don't typically have child care at meetings they go to 

-young parents typically don't have child care offered at the meetings that they go to

- suggestion offer child care services/continue zoom for parents who can't do in person meetings

Financial resources 

- suggestion share financial resources throughout the district

- suggestion cot childcare added to budget 

- suggestion add ASL translation to the budget instead of a separate expense

Atheist and agnostic 

-suggestion improve support and representation 

- suggestion change opening and closing statements to not include religious tones like God 

-less higher power pressure within groups 

Technology committee

-suggestion work with linguistic community to provide Spanish resources throughout technology

Institutions

-reaching patients, wards: ways to get that message out 

Unity

- suggestion improve the topic share of how to do outreach

- suggestion how to support each other in recovery and service as a topic discussed at meetings

- suggestion increase mixed community meetings




